Title: FLUID DISPENSER WITH BLADDER INSIDE RIGID VIAL

(57) Abstract: A dispenser (10) for dispensing a fluid includes a rigid vial (52) that has a main fluid chamber (55) containing a fluid, and a pump assembly (50) that is in fluid communication with the main fluid chamber (55) and is configured to dispense a predetermined quantity of fluid from the main fluid chamber (55). A flexible bladder (54) is provided which is located within the main fluid chamber (55) and is configured to expand to fill the vial. The resilient bladder (54) is configured to dispense fluid from the main fluid chamber (55) by the pump assembly (50). The bladder (54) is configured to dispense fluid from the main fluid chamber (55) by the pump assembly (50). The resilient bladder (54) is configured to dispense fluid from the main fluid chamber (55) by the pump assembly (50). For two-letter codes and other abbreviations, refer to the "Guidance Notes on Codes and Abbreviations" appearing at the beginning of each regular issue of the PCT Gazette.
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